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They also open a romantic Blu bar at night, it is a wonderful place to have a little drink. Marketing
segmentation Firstly, a organization need to know what kind of customer will use their product or services, so
they need to know the marketing segmentation of their organization. Of course, they have the basic service of
a hotel, hotel room services Shangri-la hotel, Marketing segmentation Firstly, a organization need to know
what kind of customer will use their product or services, so they need to know the marketing segmentation of
their organization. Some of our Projects from all over the Philippines. Product categories A luxury hotel focus
on bringing luxury services to customers because their main products are series of services. Shangri-la hotel in
Sydney, for example, they have Spa services in the hotel, which is base on Chinese Spa theory, is called Chi.
They can use undifferentiated marketing or differentiated marketing or concentrated marketing strategy. Then
they set stock exchange in Hong Kong in Essay Topic: Marketing Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! Then they set stock exchange in Hong Kong in Competitors As we all know, nowadays, the tourist
industry is developing fast that many countries need more international hotels. Marketing targeting After
segment the market, the organization need to target a specific market, or can be called the most important
market to them from the segmentation. They can use undifferentiated marketing or differentiated marketing or
concentrated marketing strategy. Product categories A luxury hotel focus on bringing luxury services to
customers because their main products are series of services. Shangri-la hotel in Sydney, for example, they
have Spa services in the hotel, which is base on Chinese Spa theory, is called Chi. Discover Gift Vouchers for
our luxury 5-star Shangri-La Hotel, London, with comfortably appointed rooms, suites and restaurants as well
as excellent amenities. Marketing targeting After segment the market, the organization need to target a specific
market, or can be called the most important market to them from the segmentation. Shenzhen is a seaside city,
many tourist go to the beach, Sheraton is a five star holiday hotel, which means their aims are different from
Shangri-la, because Shangri-la is luxury hotel but Sheraton is a resort hotel. The reason why cultural
environment will affect them a lot is that they need to satisfy different customers in other countries, for
example, they should justify style of decoration to make the local customers comfortable and make the
customers from different cultures feel surprise and curious. However, they are still competitors, having
different strategies. As a famous luxury hotel, Shangri-la use the differentiated strategy to distinguish
themselves and their competitors. To compare with the normal hotel, international hotels are easier to satisfy
different customers from all over the world, because they have more experience to treat the international
customers. Home live homework help Shangri la hotel stp Shangri la hotel stp Marketing These information
will be mentioned and it is used to prepare for the major business report. Also in the international area they are
competitors. Environment In the series of factor of environment, the factor influence Shangri-la most is the
cultural, political and economic forces, which are belong to macro-environment.

